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Abstract: Human activity recognition (HAR) employs machine learning for the automated recog-
nition of motion and has widespread applications across healthcare, daily-life and security spaces.
High performances have especially been demonstrated using video cameras and intensive signal
processing such as the convolutional neural network (CNN). However, lower complexity algorithms
operating on low-rate inertial data is a promising approach for portable use-cases such as pairing
with smart wearables. This work considers the performance benefits from combining HAR classi-
fication estimates from multiple sensors each with lower-complexity processing compared with a
higher-complexity single-sensor classifier. We show that while the highest single-sensor classification
accuracy of 91% can be achieved for seven activities with optimized number of hidden units and sam-
ple rate, the classification accuracy is reduced to 56% with a reduced-complexity 50-neuron classifier.
However, by majority combining the predictions of three and four low-complexity classifiers, the
average classification accuracy increased to 82.5% and 94.4%, respectively, demonstrating the efficacy
of this approach.

Keywords: human activity recognition; LSTM; machine-learning; majority combining; smartphone;
sensors; sensor-fusion

1. Introduction

Situation-aware technology facilitates comfortable living by augmenting human activ-
ities with contextual information and has many applications including in transportation,
health, communications sports, forecasting and security [1]. Knowing the physical state
or orientation of a driver or pilot can save vital seconds and enable machines to make
optimized decisions for evasive action. Devices can monitor the technique of sports players
and provide real-time feedback. Smart wearables incorporate sensors embedded in the
fabric and are one of the emerging and efficient means to enable situation awareness. There
are, however, challenges to optimally manage the large amount of sensor information in a
timely and efficient manner.

Ambient assisted living (AAL) is the application of technology to facilitate and enable
elderly and infirm persons to live comfortable and safe lives [2]. Care can be brought to el-
derly or infirm persons if a fall is detected. Information can be sent to a care-provider when
an activity outside a normal routine or a dangerous condition is encountered. Examples
of the technology include informing an owner if a fire-heater is left on, protecting against
burglary, setting air-conditioning controls, turning on devices automatically or contextually
when a person is deemed to need them. An infirm person does not need to make a specific
command or select a particular service: sensors provide the relevant information to a
machine learning ‘brain’ that decides on the most likely activity and can select the most
appropriate action. Assisted living systems can apply human activity recognition (HAR)
for improving life and maintaining a healthy lifestyle [2]. Sensors in smartphones have
been used to monitor the severity of nervous system disorders [3].
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Human activity recognition can be applied to determine worker presence, meta-
tagging and human counting in order to restrict number of persons under pandemic
conditions. The reflected and blocked wireless local area network (WLAN) signals can be
used to predict human presence and activity in mainly indoor environments. Through
analyzing received WLAN signals accuracy approaching 100% was achieved using the
multi-class support vector machines (SVM) algorithm to separate user activities [4]. Em-
ploying wearable sensors on the other hand enables HAR in both indoors and outdoors
with less restrictions. Common sensors for HAR include accelerometer, temperature, radar,
pressure, stress, and magnetic field [5]. One challenge is processing the large amounts of
sensing data with low-latency and machine learning algorithms are particularly suited for
this processing.

Various studies have been conducted on HAR using smartphone sensors. Authors
in [6] were able to increase the classification precision by augmenting sensor information
with position-aware context, and placing sensors at specific positions on the human body
with division into dominant and non-dominant limbs. It was shown in [7] to be possible
to identify smartphone position using accelerometer data only. An accuracy of 77.3%,
was achieved using accelerometer data only and increased to 85% when combined with
angular and orientation data. Using accelerometer and gyroscope signals, authors in [8]
extracted features through training with a deep belief network achieving 89.6% accuracy
for twelve physical activities compared with 82.0% using SVM and 65.3% using an artificial
neural network (ANN). A classification accuracy of 95.6% was achieved using the IMU
smartphone sensors and a convolutional neural network (CNN) that could differentiate
going upstairs and walking in [9]. Authors in [10] reported a 99.5% accuracy for real-
time classification using a CNN operating on the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of
14× 60 images constructed from IMU data. In [11], the authors detect three human activities
by utilizing four different machine learning approaches (SVM, multi-layer perceptron, J48
and naive Bayes). They concluded that the J48 statistical classifier that generates decision
trees is the most efficient algorithm that results in a simple IF-THEN rule implementation.
Single versus multiple voting systems for HAR were compared in [12]. It was shown
that Random Forest alone achieved highest validation accuracy of 73% but performance
was not improved combining with Gradient Boosting and Gaussian Naive Bayes. Using
data from nineteen smartphone data sensors it was possible to identify the individual
with an average 80% accuracy [13]. Cited challenges to achieving higher success rates
were dealing with missing and insufficient data samples. By considering the symmetry
of motion and energy distribution between left and right limbs though using the discrete
wavelet transform of accelerometer data an accuracy of 91.0% was reported in [14]. Self-
supervised learning from unlabeled multi-sensor data through recognizing features of the
scalogram computed from the wavelet transform was considered in [15]. By combining
average probabilities from three classifiers a 91% classification accuracy was achieved for
six activities (dancing, stairs-down, low-walk, running, stairs-up and fast-walk) with the
smartphone placed in either the hand or in trouser pocket [16]. A similar approach for HAR
deploying the CNN for recognizing features in the time-frequency scalogram of received
signal strength data produced as humans interact with the wireless channel was reported
in [17].

Human gait recognition is a biometric approach that often employs a stick-figure for
the human and bio-mechanical model for movement using an ellipse fitting technique to
track body parts. The CNN was pre-trained on extracting Gait features in [18] with an
average 90% accuracy reported for three viewing angles using the CASIA B dataset [19].
Performance was the dependent on training with a sufficient amount of data. Human
gait recognition using a model-based approach is conducted in [20] by employing the
ResNet-V2 and NASNEt that had been trained on a CASIA B gait data-set. The extracted
features were optimized using a whale optimization algorithm. By fusing the best features
based on the near absolute deviation an average accuracy of 89% was achieved. A method
to learn the common feature subspaces from feature sets including skeleton, depth and
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optical flow was considered in [21]. The CNN is a deep learning algorithm with many
layers for extracting features, activation and down-sampling. Extraneous features still
exist and a feature selection stage often follows to reduce the dimensionality to the single
most important feature often using genetic optimization algorithms. These steps further
increase the complexity. Using the Kinect interaction dataset [22] a 90% accuracy was
achieved for optical flow-depth applying a technique to learn the common subspace from
two sets. In the case of classifiers intended for portable devices it is important to develop
models that offer optimized performance-to-complexity trade-offs. Although a camera
can be embedded in clothing and the CNN provides good classification results, the high
computational complexity, cost and weight make this approach less desirable. Light-weight
smart clothing typically employing inertial sensors are ideally paired with low processing
complexity, low-power, compact units.

The long short-term memory (LSTM) algorithm is a class of recurrent neural network
with strong ability for detection and prediction of time varying patterns. An application
for sleep motion detection using infra-red was proposed in [23]. Rough classification is
computed on micro-Doppler data and the LSTM is used to classify the body movements.
Although the feedback architecture of the LSTM increases the complexity that scales with
the number of neurons and sample-rate many researches have addressed complexity
reduction. Reduced complexity algorithms have been proposed for voice activity detection
in [24], brain electroencephalogram (EEG) signal detection in [25], and for energy-efficient
speech recognition in [26]. Performance enhancement has been made by acquiring the
covariance matrix to improve the update factors for real-time processing [27]. An approach
of limiting the weight data length was proposed in [28]. A two-stage activity classification
for indoor positioning is proposed in [29]. Authors use inertial sensors for sensing three
activities (walking, running, and stopping) and seven action units (i.e., three-step types,
two-turn types, abnormal activity, and stop). A first-stage LSTM determines the number
of steps and turns while a second-stage LSTM determines the action units. A moving
distance estimator determines the length of each step, and the final position of pedestrian’s
indoor trajectory is obtained. An average position error of 0.782 m was computed. The
proposed network correctly recognized the activities and action units with 97.9% and 95.5%
accuracy, respectively.

Improved performance can be obtained by combining the classifier predictions from
differing modal sensors. Fusing shape and texture data of human motions with features
extracted by optical flow enabled accuracies of 94.5% to 100% to be achieved over different
activities [30]. By fusion of Kinect vision data with inertial sensor data a 97.2% accuracy was
achieved in [31] and compared with about 88% without fusion. Authors in [32] proposed a
hybrid data fusion technique to estimate activities pertaining to meeting, walking or driving
using accelerometer and gyroscope data on a smartwatch. A 98.2% accuracy was achieved
for meeting-walking and meeting-motorized transportation activity using accelerometer
data. Data-fusion uses a matrix time-series method, and a modified Better-than-the-Best
Fusion (BB-Fus) algorithm. An optimized combination of sensors for validation was
obtained from the confusion matrix after training. Authors in [33] apply fusion of RGB
images, optical flow and audio achieving an accuracy of 82.4%. Meanwhile authors in [21]
proposed the fusion of RGB depth and optical flow collected from the Kinect camera to
achieve a classification accuracy of 91.4%. Fusion was achieved by finding a common
subspace representation of extracted features.

Combining classifier outputs produces best performance when they each contribute
complementary information [34] through use of multiple sensors. Performance improve-
ments can also be gained through a spatial distribution of same-type sensors and sensor
is uncorrelated. Researchers have considered various rule-based combining methodolo-
gies including based on min, max, median, mode, range, correlation, root mean square
and variance of branch classifier [16]. Combining the sensor outputs based on the lowest
variance is one of the techniques that has been proposed to improve the performance
under controlled experiments [35]. The variance is dependent on the orientation of a sensor
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and can change when the sensor slips or is orientated differently than during training.
This strategy therefore requires regular calibration which increases the complexity and
latency. For a consumer smart wearable use-case where there is increased potential for
misalignment a robust solution with limited complexity is desirable. Table 1 provides a
summary of current research on sensor fusion using machine learning.

Table 1. Multi-classifier combining using machine learning.

Algorithm Rx Sensor Fusion Accuracy (%) Reference

M-SVM Camera Shape and Texture 94.5 to 100 [30]
CNN Kinect and Accel. Depth and Inertial 97.2 [31]

kNN, SVM IMU Accel. and Gyro. 98.3 [32]
CNN Camera RGB, Flow and Audio 82.4 [33]

Subspace Kinect Flow and Depth 90.1 [21]
Multiple Accel. MP, LogicBoost and SVM 91.2 [16]

J48, k-NN, LR IMU Accel. and Gyro. 94 [35]
LSTM IMU Accel, MF, Ang. Vel and Orient. 94.4 This

Despite the progress in classifier fusion there still remain a number of challenges with
the existing fusion approaches:

• Training and evaluation times should be minimized.
• Individuals’ motion modes are highly variable.
• Human actions can be arbitrary and complicated making specific models restrictive

and ineffective.
• Confusion can occur between similar motions such as walking on level ground and

upstairs.
• Complexity should be limited.

One strategy to solve a number of these issues is to deploy a complex model such as
the CNN with fusion of 2D images and 3D optical flow. Processing video data in real-time
with a typically over one hundred layer CNN requires significant computing resources and
energy. The availability of a camera constantly focused directly at a subject is also not very
practical. Therefore we consider a non optical-flow approach which combines multiple
classifier predictors each having lower complexity.

We first conduct a measurement campaign to collect unique data from a set of sensors
contained in smartphones placed on the lower-limbs of participants as they conduct seven
different physical activities. We propose the majority-combiner that predicts based on a
consensus of classifier predictions. The solution has limited complexity and is less affected
by outliers and/or a poorly positioned sensor. After a review of the recent literature on
multi-classifier combining for HAR we make the following contributions:

• Propose a majority combiner for improving the multi-classifier performance with
reduced-complexity.

• Demonstrate that reduced complexity processing can be compensated by combining
estimates from multiple sensor predictors.

• Study the complexity versus performance trade-offs with different sensor sample
rates, number of hidden units and solver types.

The layout of this paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces the sensor measurement
and LSTM algorithm. Section 3 describes the experiment set-up and procedure. Section 4
presents the performance results including as a function of sensor type, number of hidden
units, solver type and sample rate. Performance results resulting from combining multiple
classifier outputs are then discussed. Future work, a conclusion and discussion are then
presented in Sections 5–7, respectively.
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2. Hardware and Software

In this section, we describe the sensor measurement and LSTM algorithm for mo-
tion classification.

2.1. Sensor Measurement

Smartphones contain dozens of sensors enabling their precise state in space to be
determined. Common sensors includes: image, sound, proximity, motion (accelerometer),
ambient-light, moisture, gyroscope, barometer, position (GPS), compass (magnetometer),
fingerprint, light (LiDAR) and Soli (radar).

The accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer sensors are combined in the smart-
phone inertial measurement unit (IMU). The accelerometer measures the rate of change
of movement (m/s2). The gyroscope measures the angular velocity, which is the change
in rotational angle per unit of time measured in (◦/s). The magnetometer measures the
magnetic field (µT). In addition orientation is reported by the smartphone application as
shown in Figure 1. Orientation records the azimuth, pitch and roll of the smartphone (◦).
In this work, we refer to ‘IMU sensors’ to include the accelerometer, gyroscope and magne-
tometer sensors and ‘set of four sensor data’ to include the three IMU sensor data and the
orientation data.

An example of an IMU is the Bosch Sensortec found in the iPhone X, which is an
evolution of the BMI055 [36] IMU that samples at a maximum rate of 1 kHz. The BMI055
accelerometer has 0.98 mg accuracy with 12-bit digital resolution, while the gyroscope
has 0.004◦ accuracy and 16-bit digital resolution. A GPS sensor additionally provides
latitude, longitude, speed, coarse and altitude information. Although this data could be
used to enhance accuracy and provide useful contextual background it was not used in this
work. The set of four sensor data is uploaded to a cloud server on activity completion and
downloaded to a computer for post-processing.

Figure 1. Smartphone “Sensors” application screenshots.
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In this work, we specify seven human activities and aim to recognize the particu-
lar motion from test data having previously trained the neural network. The specific
activities are:

• Activity 1: Standing;
• Activity 2: Walking;
• Activity 3: Stepping machine;
• Activity 4: Cycling indoors;
• Activity 5: Jogging on the spot;
• Activity 6: Jogging outdoors;
• Activity 7: Spinning (turning in a circle on the spot).

Example data from the X-axis acceleration sensor for each activity is plotted in Figure 2
and from all 3 axes in Figure 3. Sitting is additionally shown as a reference signal. The
response of each sensor is clearly dependent on the particular activity undertaken. It can
be seen that the sensor output for Standing has slightly higher variance as well as an offset
compared with the Sitting data. A higher signal variance can be seen for the activities
undertaken outdoors such as Walking and Jogging (out).
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Figure 2. Accelerometer x-axis sensor data corresponding to each of the activities.

The accuracy of a sensor depends on factors including the digital quantization, trans-
ducer quality, signal conditioning fidelity as well as environmental conditions. If two or
more sensors are sufficiently separated the noise will be uncorrelated and improvements
made by averaging. Accelerometer noise is inversely proportional to the square root of the
number of sensors. Therefore noise is reduced by a factor of two by averaging over four
sensors. Measures such as applying a low-pass filter can also reduce the noise but can add
lag and reduce the responsiveness. Combining information from two different types of
sensor such as angular-velocity and magnetic-field can be beneficial as the sensor noise will
be uncorrelated.
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Figure 3. Accelerometer sensor features on 3 axes for each of the activities.

2.2. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) Network

LSTM is a form of recurrent neural network (RNN) that can learn the long-term
inter-dependencies in time-series data and was first proposed by Hochreiter and Schmid-
huber [37]. The network used in this work comprises a sequence layer for handling the
series input data, a LSTM layer which computes the learning, a fully-connected layer,
a softmax layer and finally a classification layer. The LSTM is configured to predict the
next time-step in a sequence on a sample-by-sample basis. The fully-connected layer’s
dimension affects how well the network learns dependencies, but it should not be too large
to avoid over-fitting and excessive complexity. The hidden-state and cell-states at time t are
termed ht and ct , respectively. The current state and the next sequence data samples will
determine the output and updated cell state. The cell state is given by Equation (1).

ct = ft � ct-1 + it � gt (1)

The hidden-state is given by Equation (2)

ht = ot � σc(ct), (2)

where σc represents the state activation function.
The cell-candidate, input and output-states at time step t are expressed as:

gt = σc(Wgxt + Rght−1 + bg), (3)

it = σc(Wixt + Riht−1 + bi), (4)

ot = σc(Woxt + Roht−1 + bo), (5)

where Wg, Wi and Wo represent the cell-candidate and input and output weights. Rg, Ri
and Ro are the respective recurrent weights. bg, bi and bo are the respective biases. Gating
permits data to be discarded or kept at every iteration.
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3. Experiment Set-Up and Procedure

The system performance is evaluated through a software simulation using the set of
four sensor data collected from four smartphones, namely: (i) Apple iPhone X, (ii) Motorola
Moto-G6 plus (Android), (iii) Apple iPhone 6s-Plus and (iv) Apple iPod Touch 6.

Classification performance can depend on the orientation and sensor attachment
position relative to the body and hence they were fixed in a consistent position for each
measurement. Smartphones i and ii were attached firmly to the left leg at the shin-level
while smartphones iii and iv were firmly attached at exactly the same height on the right
leg. The devices were held securely in place using dedicated smartphone holders for
sport activities and this reduces occurrences of slowly time-varying signals and outliers
that can occur when a smartphone slips. This promotes consistency and repeatability of
results. Legs have restricted angles of movement and attached sensors generally track
a more natural human motion. When the smartphone is held in the hand sensor signal
generally has a greater variance as it depends not only on arm-swing but also on a quite
variable wrist-rotation. The sensing performance should also be indicative of that using
sensors placed in sports shoes. Sensors in footwear enable direct and accurate feedback
on running or sports technique and products are available from the major sport-shoe
manufacturers [38]. Note that the placement is in contrast to traditional ways of holding
smartphones such as when listening to calls with the smartphone placed at the ears, holding
the device in a shirt pocket, or keeping it in the hand while walking. The results obtained
under the two configurations are likely to be different. The use of four smartphones to
measure the movements is also not very comfortable and extra set-up time is required as
the number of sensors increase. As a consumer wearable solution it is envisaged that the
smartphones would be replaced by IMU sensors placed in the shoes or in a pocket at the
base of the trousers. Data from the sensors (maximum rate 100 Hz) would ideally be sent by
wireless to a central computer for processing. Note that while the raw data corresponding
to when the smartphone is in a hand or in a trouser pocket will be different, as a result of
experiments in [16] it was reported that the machine learning can classify the activities with
similar levels of reliability.

The sensors were set to start sampling at approximately the same time under the
Application control software. A consistent start-time for all smartphones was later obtained
from the timestamp data. The participant then started the particular activity. On completion
of the measurement the set of four sampled data is uploaded to a Mathworks web-server
and then downloaded to a personal computer running Matlab software for processing. In a
practical system, algorithms running in the cloud can process the data from the multiple
sensors or smartphones and return classification results directly to the smartphone. Each
smartphone contains four sensors and enable the collection of four times as much data per
measurement and with an increase in type of devices. Data was collected for four volunteers
each wearing the four smartphones. Participant activity may vary in the intensity and
regularity of movements and hence performance results are averaged over four users. The
data was sampled at the maximum rate of 100 Hz and subsequently down-sampled to the
rates of {1, 2, 4, 10, 25, 50, 100} Hz.

The LSTM algorithm was trained using Matlab software. The sequence-to-sequence
classification mode was set to provide an output at each time step. A drop-out rate of 0.2
was set to randomly remove 20% of neural node-connections during training in efforts
to avoid over-fitting. The learning rate was set to decrease at 30% to avoid over-fitting
when the loss function stops decreasing. The number of features on the LSTM was set to 3
for the accelerometer corresponding to the three axis. The initial learning rate was 0.001,
the squared gradient decay was 0.999, and decay factor was 0.9.

To ensure the measurement data corresponded exactly to the labeled activity, the first
90 s of recorded data was discarded. This also helped ensure a more constant and regular
speed had been achieved in each activity. The training data for LSTM algorithm was
collected over the duration of the next 90 s and data for validation from a subsequent 90 s on
different smartphones. We applied the K-folds cross-validation technique for maximizing
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use of the collected data and improving accuracy in the averaged results. K-fold cross-
validation is a resampling technique that is used to assess machine learning models using a
small sample of data. The algorithm takes a parameter, K, which specifies the number of
groups into which a given data sample should be divided. The test and validation sets were
each split into three groups of 30 s duration and one section was randomly set to train the
model and a remaining section for evaluation. The process is repeated K-times rotating the
test data. The sampled data is first normalized to the maximum value on all branches, such
that the highest value is one. Outliers beyond two standard deviations from the mean value
are considered as outliers and removed from the data set. The measurement procedure was
repeated to collect data for four volunteers.

The LSTM was trained using a 30-s segment of the training data. The network weights
and biases are updated using a stochastic gradient descent for minimizing the loss function
through optimized step-sizes at each time-step. A subset of the training data or mini-batch
is selected at each iteration. The epoch number is a measure of the number of times all of
the training vectors are used once to update the weights and was set to 75. The number is
chosen not too small to avoid underfitting but not too large to avoid overfitting and was
selected after trials to find a suitable value. The recurrent neural network can suffer from
the vanishing and exploding gradient where the last-step value is significantly reduced or
increased as it reaches the initial time step. The gradient threshold was set to 2.0 to avoid the
gradients from exploding. Three different solvers were evaluated for updating the gradient
descent namely the momentum (SGDM), adaptive moment estimation (ADAM) [39] and
root mean square propagation (RMSProp) [40]. ADAM is an optimization algorithm using
stochastic gradient descent which incorporates properties of the AdaGrad and RMSProp
algorithms to improve performance under sparse gradients in noisy conditions. SGD is a
gradient descent version which rather than conducting calculations on the whole dataset,
performs computations on a subset or random selection of data samples [41].

The classification accuracy generally increases as the number of possible activities
decreases. We therefore evaluate the performance as a function of the total number of
activities to classify, i.e., ΣCateg. = {3, 4, 5, 6, 7}. The number of LSTM hidden-units was
varied from 25 to 250 in increments of 25. The sample rate was evaluated from a minimum
of 1 Hz to a maximum of 100 Hz. The simulation settings are summarized in Table 2.
The classification accuracy is computed from the ratio of total correct to total number of
classifications.

Table 2. Experimental Settings.

Feature Value

Sensor data Acceleration, Angular-Velocity,
Magnetic-Field and Orientation

Solvers SGDM, ADAM and RMSProp
No. of hidden-units 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, 200, 225 and 250

Sample rate 1, 2, 4, 10, 25, 50 and 100 Hz

The predicted versus actual activity for accelerometer data is plotted in Figure 4 for
25 hidden units and 2 Hz sensor sampling rate. Note in this example the evaluation was
made with a sub-optimal number of hidden-units and sample-rate in order to reduce the
accuracy and highlight the error distributions. It can be seen that there is generally good
agreement between the trained and evaluation sequences with a stair-case shape clearly
visible. There are some errors particularly in the border region between the activities.
Spinning and Steps show a higher proportion of errors and this is considered to be due
to the greater difficulty in maintaining a steady cadence in these activities compared to
Cycling for example.
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Figure 4. Predicted versus actual activity with time for each sensor type.

Classification accuracy was evaluated using three cross-validation folds. The results
at each cross-validation run is tabulated in Table 3. An average accuracy and confidence
level are computed. The accuracies presented in Section 4 are the averaged results.

Table 3. Accuracy at each cross-validation fold for Acceleration sensor.

Run ΣCat. = 3 ΣCat. = 4 ΣCat. = 5 ΣCat. = 6 ΣCat. = 7

1 0.93 0.92 0.96 0.89 0.92
2 0.94 0.92 0.93 0.88 0.88
3 0.87 0.94 0.98 0.96 0.92

Average 0.91 0.93 0.96 0.91 0.91

Multi-Classifier Combining

In this work, we combine hard classifications at the output. Let the posterior class
probability from the n-th classifier to the m-th combiner at sample time t be represented by
dn,m(t). The decisions profile matrix is then expressed as [42]:

Am,n =


d1,1(t) d1,2(t) · · · d1,M(t)
d2,1(t) d2,2(t) · · · d2,M(t)

...
...

. . .
...

dN,1(t) dN,2(t) · · · dN,M(t)

,

where the columns represent the vote from the N classifiers to a particular class.
The majority combiner makes a decision to select class cj if

N

∑
i=1

di,j =
M

max
j=1

N

∑
i=1

di,j (6)
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where N is the number of classifiers, M is the number of classes and di,j ∈ {0,1} is the
decision of the ith classifier and jth class as shown in Figure 5. As the number of classifiers
tends to infinity the misclassification approaches zero assuming each classifier makes an
estimate with error probability less than half [43]. The performance of a combining scheme
is dependent on the constituent classifiers and works best when each sensor provides the
same average accuracy.
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Figure 5. Block diagram of the multi-class combining function.

The classification reliability depends not only the particular activity data but also
on the presence of training-test mismatches, sensor calibration and interference [44]. The
majority operation will discard an unlikely classification when two or more predictors
confer on an alternative activity. The majority combining will improve performance in
the case a sensor slips or fails for any reason. As an example if the accelerometer and
angular-velocity sensor predictors estimate the activity is Walking while the magnetometer
and orientation sensor predictor estimates the activity as Jogging and Sitting, respectively,
then Walking is finally selected as the most likely activity.

Difference in sensor reliability can be managed by applying a weighting scheme of
which finding optimum weights is an application-specific and open problem. As the same
sensor types are used in all smartphones and hence all have the same average reliability,
we give equal weighting to each branch in order to limit the complexity and to provide a
clear baseline performance from the combining.

4. Results

In this section, we provide an analysis of the measured sensor data followed by the
classification performance results. The variance of the sensor output is first assessed by
calculation of the Allen variance. The single-sensor classification accuracies are computed
first for each sensor type, number of hidden units, and sample-rate. The performance
benefits through obtained multiple sensor combining is then presented.

4.1. Allan Variance

The noise component of inertial sensors is crucial and influences accuracy of inertial
navigation systems in real time. As the inertial measurement unit comprises an accelerom-
eter and gyroscope, all sensor faults will affect the position determination accuracy. The
signal variance can differ between each axis on the same sensor. Modern mass-produced
sensors in smartphones have high but finite accuracies and the analogue components
have manufacturing tolerances which mean the same movement may result in a different
reading between two sensors in the same position. Finite-precision analogue-to-digital
converters as well as measurement and thermal noise contribute to error at the sensor
output. Each sensor will generate a bias producing an output value for no activity. A
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common measurement of sensor performance is provided by the Allan variance computed
as in [45]. The sensor bias is first estimated as Equation (7)

xbias =
1
N

N−1

∑
i=0

x(i), (7)

where, N is the total number of samples.
The successive error estimates of sensor bias are then computed as Equation (8)

e(m) =
1
N

N−1

∑
i=0

x(i + mN). (8)

The variance, σ2(N), is computed as Equation (9)

σ2(N) =
1

2(M− 1)

M

∑
m=1

(e(m)− e(m− 1))2. (9)

The computed Allan variance is shown for the IMU sensor outputs in Figure 6 (top)
accelerometer (Ac) and (bottom) Magnetic force (Mf). Results are labeled for two sensors
(1–2) on each cardinal axis (x, y, z). It can be seen that the variance depends on the particular
axis and values are consistent between sensors with greatest variation for the Magnetic
Force output on the y-axis.
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Figure 6. Plots of the Allen variance on IMU sensors (top) Accelerometer (Ac) and (bottom): Magnetic
Force (Mf). Results are shown for two sensors (1–2), and on each cardinal axis (x, y, z).

4.2. Classification Accuracy by Sensor-Type

Performance versus type of sensor for increasing number of motion activities is plotted
in Figure 7. For the range of activities considered in this work we found that the perfor-
mance was best using the angular-velocity followed by acceleration sensor. SGDM achieved
prediction accuracies of {0.91, 0.93, 0.96, 0.91 and 0.91} as the respective total number of
activities increased from 3 up to 7. Meanwhile ADAM and RMSProp solvers achieved
respective accuracies of {0.80, 0.80, 0.63, 0.69 and 0.62} and {0.71, 0.80, 0.63, 0.69 and 0.55}.
SGDM was also the most consistent solver performing well regardless of the number of
categories. Studies in [41] also showed that the SGDM solutions generalization better than
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the adaptive methods even when the latter performed best in training. Hussain et al. were
able to detect jogging, walking and standing/sitting with accuracies of 84%, 96% and 100%
respectively corresponding to an average of 93% using the inertial sensor using SGDM
solver [29]. We cannot make a direct comparison as their results contained three activities
which are slightly different to our three-activity set (Standing, Walking and Stepping).
However, if we consider, Stepping motions as similar to Jogging, our performance was an
average of 91% (first bar in Figure 7) which is comparable with the 93% in [29].
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Figure 7. Classification accuracy versus sensor-type for accelerometer sensor as a function of the
number of motion activities. No. of hidden units = 150, solver = ADAM, sample-rate = 10 Hz.

4.3. Effect of Increasing the Number of Activities

Classification accuracy versus type of solver algorithm for increasing number of
motion activities is plotted in Figure 8. It was found that the SGDM solver performed best
followed by ADAM solver.

4.4. Effect of Increasing Neuron-Complexity

Classification accuracy using the acceleration sensor for an increasing number of
hidden-units with ADAM solver and a sample-rate of 10 Hz is shown in Figure 9. The
performance was generally poorer when the number of hidden-units was 25 or 50 and
increases as the units increase until about 125 units. There was little benefit from increasing
the number of units beyond 125. We can observe that the average accuracy for ΣCateg. = 4
is greater than ΣCateg. = 3 despite the number of activities to categorize increasing. This can
be explained by the knowledge that Categ. = 4 corresponds to Cycling. Cycling generates a
stronger response on the sensors and can therefore be more accurately categorized com-
pared to the Steps or Jogging (Spot) activities for example. Therefore the average accuracy
improves when Cycling is included. It is noted that the average accuracy decreased from
ΣCateg. = 4 to ΣCateg. = 5. Categ. = 5 corresponds to Jogging on the spot which has an
acceleration motion similar to that of Steps and therefore miss-categorization between these
activities can occur. Similarly the average accuracy increased when ΣCateg. = 6 i.e., jog-
ging outdoors was included. Compared to the other walking activities there is a higher
acceleration signal generated when running at speed which permits a more accurate cate-
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gorization for this activity. The overall accuracy decreased when the 7th activity, Spinning,
was included.
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Figure 8. Classification accuracy versus solver-type for acceleration sensor. No. of hidden units = 150,
sample rate = 10 Hz.
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Figure 9. Classification accuracy versus number of hidden-units. Sensor = acceleration, solver = ADAM,
sample-rate = 10 Hz.
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4.5. Effect of Sampling Rate

Classification accuracy versus sample-rate for increasing number of motion activities
is plotted in Figure 10. The performance steadily increases as the number of Categories
to test is reduced from 7 to 3. Moreover this order is maintained across all of the different
Sample-rates measured although at certain rates the performance difference was less than
at others and could be exploited. For example, there is a smaller performance degradation
in increasing the number of Categories from 3 to 7 at 22.5 Hz compared to 50 Hz. Good
performance was achieved even with the relatively low-sample rate of 4 Hz. Considering
that the repetition rate for each of the human activities (e.g., Walking and Cycling) is
below about 2 Hz, a frequency of 4 Hz is sufficiently high to capture the signal components.
However, it can be advantageous to sample at a slightly higher rate such as 10 Hz to
improve performance by averaging in the presence of high noise. The default sampling-
rate for the Sensors application is also 10 Hz and our results reaffirm that this is a suitable
rate for sampling.

Sampling above the default 10 Hz rate does not significantly affect the performance
within each sum of Category group setting. t The rate should be kept low as the compu-
tational complexity in terms of LSTM training time is almost linearly proportional to the
number of samples and hence sample-rate as shown in Figure 11. The training time could
be reduced further almost in proportion to the number of parallel processors available. A
higher sample rate of 50 Hz has been suggested in some studies for fall detection [46]. It is
possible that new activities particularly those with slower movement or rates of rotation
could benefit from a higher sample rate than 10 Hz. If the processor has the capacity then
it is recommended to set a higher sample rate for training untested activities. The total
training and classification time was measured for a single-core on an Intel-i7 8th genera-
tion (8700B) processor with clock-rate 3.2 GHz. When the sample-rate was 100 Hz it took
1.95 h to compute the LSTM network training for all five configurations with an increasing
number of activities (i.e., ΣCateg. = {3,4,5,6,7}).
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Figure 10. Classification accuracy versus sensor sample-rate. Sensor = acceleration, no. of hidden
units = 150, solver = ADAM.
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Figure 11. LSTM training time versus sample-rate. Sensor = acceleration, no. of hidden units = 150,
solver = ADAM.

4.6. Classification Accuracy Combining Sensors

The classification accuracies for the case of combining three sensor (acceleration,
angular-velocity and magnetic-field) predictors is shown in the confusion chart of Figure 12.
The chart shows the True class versus Predicted class and the number of simulation results
in each group for all activity combinations in a 7-by-7 grid. The non-zero off-diagonal ele-
ments indicate the cases where there are estimation errors. In the sensor fusion experiment,
the number of hidden units was set low at 50 units, the sample-rate was set at 25 Hz and
ΣCateg. = 7.

Figure 12. Confusion matrix for combining 3 sensor outputs, no. of hidden units = 50, and ΣCateg. = 7.
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The average accuracy of 83% was achieved despite the relatively low number of hidden
units. By comparison an average accuracy of 56% was achieved for a single acceleration
sensor with the same experiment settings. Misclassification of Class-6 occurred with
relatively high frequency when predicting Class number 2. Similarly, misclassification
into Class-2 occurred with lower frequency when predicting Class number 4. This is
considered due to the similarity in sensor responses for these two classes and for best
accuracy the sensors should produce complementary information. It can be seen that
Cycling was confused with Walking and also Walking was confused with Jogging in 46.1%
of the particular cases.

It has been shown that fusing Kinect depth with inertial sensor data enabled a 100%
accuracy to be obtained for three activities [29]. We cannot make a direct comparison due
to the different sensor type, our increased number of activities and use of the lower-neuron
count LSTM to demonstrate the gain from combining. However, we would be able to
also achieve near 100% fusion accuracy by starting with a higher complexity single sensor
classifier as achieved in Figure 7. We note that the depth information from a Kinect image
sensor is very useful providing independent information from the IMU and it would be
interesting for future work to see if it can eliminate the misclassifications between Jogging
and Walking when using a lower-neuron count classifier.

We next consider the majority combining of four sensor-branch predictions. In the-
ory we expect the overall accuracy to increase with the rise in number of sensors and
increased computational complexity. Figure 13 shows the prediction accuracy for the
case of combining estimates from the set of four sensor data. By combining the outputs
of four classifiers the overall average accuracy rose to 94% with main errors caused only by
confusing Walking with Jogging and on a much reduced 24.8% of occasions.

Figure 13. Confusion matrix for combining 4 sensor outputs, no. of hidden units = 50, and ΣCateg. = 7.

5. Further Work

This research can be extended in a number of directions.

• Optimized combining weights could be computed depending on the activity and
environment.

• The number of sensor processing chains and complexity per sensor can be optimized
at run-time to meet the required performance with minimum battery drain.

• The multiple low-complexity classifier combiner could be applied to recognizing the
person undertaking an activity as well as the action being undertaken by the person.
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Research could confirm whether a similar combining architecture can be used and
measure the performance benefits.

• The performance of the LSTM can be compared with other algorithms such as SVM
and k-means clustering.

• A comparison can be made by combining predictions from spatially separated sensors
of the same type.

• The use of smartphones can be replaced with IMU units embedded in clothing
and shoes.

• The hardware implementation and complexity of the classifier and should also be
considered as part of our further work.

• It is desirable to evaluate the algorithm with a greater number of activities and collect
data from more subjects.

• We will record additional activities representative of everyday living such as eating,
drinking, cooking, clapping, waving, writing, going up/down stairs as well as sports
activities such as tennis and football.

6. Conclusions

This work has considered the performance benefits from combining HAR classi-
fication estimates from multiple sensors each with lower-complexity compared with a
higher-complexity single-sensor classifier. We first showed that the highest single-sensor
classification accuracy of 91% was achieved using the SGDM computational solver for seven
activities with optimized number of hidden units and sample rate. It was shown that the
processing on the angular-velocity sensor provided the best results of the single sensors fol-
lowed by that on the acceleration sensor. We then reduced the classifier neuron-complexities
to just 50 units and reduced the sample-rate and found that the single-sensor classification
accuracy was reduced to 56%. By majority combining the predictions of three sensors,
the average classification accuracy increased to 82.5% using the same reduced-complexity
settings. This accuracy was further improved to 94.4% when combining predictions from
the set of four sensor data.

It was also shown that the classification errors were not evenly distributed but typically
occurred when confusing a small number of similar motions. For example, Walking with
Jogging activities. The classification accuracy improved as the neuron-complexity increases
until about 125 units and adding further units do not significantly improve the performance.
It was found that a sensor sampling rate of about 10 Hz is sufficient to reliably classify
the activity.

7. Discussion

This paper has demonstrated a HAR methodology enabling increased classification
accuracy through the deployment of multiple sensors branches each with limited processing
complexity. The majority combiner is a good structure for fusing multiple sensor classifiers
to achieve a required level of accuracy. The method promotes scalability-additional sensor
classifier outputs can be added with minimal change to the architecture and the accuracy
will approach 100% as the number of independent sensor samples increases. The fusion
approach is robust to sensors failure and the problem of outlier samples. In this work,
we utilized four independent smartphones (i.e., two placed on each leg) and therefore
the number of subjects paired with independent smartphones is sixteen. Although the
number of subjects is relatively small the averaged accuracy using this sixteen subject-data
combinations will be higher than using a single smartphone.

7.1. Limitations

There are, however, limitations in the proposed methodology.

• The sensor placement in the lower leg is in contrast to traditional ways of holding
smartphones, such as in the hand or trouser pocket. Some studies have indicated that
while the raw data is different the classification accuracy can be similar, e.g., [16]. As a
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consumer wearable solution it is envisaged that the smartphones would be replaced
by IMU sensors placed in the shoes or in a pocket at the base of the trousers.

• Sensor slippage can cause misclassification. One solution is to restrict the movement
of the sensor in clothing by making the surrounding fabric stiffer. Removal of outliers
and majority combining of multiple sensor classifications can be effective when errors
are caused by a sudden short-term slippage.

• The IMU unit contains a limited number of sensors and hence combining more than
four branches will require multiple IMU. As the IMU has lower-cost and processing
requirements compared to optical flow processing this may not be an issue. Spatial
gains can also be achieved using multiple sensors of the same type.

• Only 3% improvement was obtained by employing information from the fourth sensor.
The additional complexity may not warrant this modest performance increase.

• It can be cumbersome collecting data from multiple sensors of the same type with
multiple smartphones. We employed smartphones as they are compact and reliable
units for collecting and storing the information. For a practical system the sensors can
be embedded in clothing or shoes and relayed to a central control unit by Bluetooth
using an IoT-type transceiver such as the Intel Edison.

The approximate 1 mg performance of the accelerometer is an example of a mid-
range IMU where performances range from 100 mg to a highly accurate 10µg device. It is
considered that the classification accuracy would not substantially change by deploying
a more accurate IMU for the activities undertaken using human power, e.g., walking
or running. An important step is to calibrate the sensors which can improve the raw
performance by up to two decades.

7.2. Complexity

The learning time for the standard LSTM architecture using stochastic gradient decent
optimization is of Order-1 with time complexity per step proportional to the total number
of parameters. The learning time for a network is dominated by the factor nc× (nc + no)
where nc is the number of memory cells and no is the number of output units [47]. With a
modest number of activities to classify (e.g., under 50) it is considered processing would be
conducted by a field programmable gate array (FPGA) or applications specific integrated
circuit (ASIC) and classification data sent to a communications device using Bluetooth or
Wireless LAN. This would also be practical as a smart wearable solution. The implementa-
tion complexity is architecture specific, dependent on the type of hardware (e.g., FPGA or
DSP), the manufacturer and family of device. We would like to consider this as part of our
further work.
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